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Attention for RNNs

Attention in Neural Networks

Weighting scheme for input representation: pick relevant parts.

Weighting is learned/predicted.

Typically conditioned on some part of the output representation:

Output label.
Partial output.
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Attention for RNNs

Attention in RNNs I

Motivation: “When I’m translating a sentence, I pay special attention to the word
I’m presently translating. [...] if you ask me to describe the room I’m sitting in, I’ll
glance around at the objects I’m describing as I do so.” [Olah & Carter]

An RNN attends over the output of another RNN:
At every time step, it focuses on different positions in the other RNN.

Attention mechanism needs to be differentiable (e.g. by only common NN building
blocks).

Source: [Olah & Carter, Attention and Augmented Recurrent Neural Networks, 2016.]
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Attention for RNNs

Attention in RNNs II

The attending RNN predicts an attention distribution for every time step.

Attention distribution:

1 Attending RNN predicts query vector.
2 Query vector is dot producted with every item in the input RNN.
3 Softmax produces distribution over input items (positions).

Attention distribution is used to weight input vector representations...

... result serves as an additional input for the attending network.
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Attention for RNNs

Attention for Machine Translation

Encoder-decoder architecture.

Encoder: RNN that reads input sentence and outputs vector
representing it.

Decoder: RNN that starts with encoder representation and outputs a
word at each time-step.

Attention: At each time-step, decoder attends to encoder (using
previous decoder state).
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Attention for RNNs

Attention for MT: Some Formulas

High-level view: Prediction of word i in decoding network is function of...

yi−1: Previously generated word.
si−1: Previous decoder hidden state.
ci : Current attention over encoder network (context representation).
(source sentence x is only indirectly used via attention)

p(yi |y1, . . . , yi−1, x) = f (yi−1, si−1, ci )

Context representation:

ci =
Tx∑
j=1

αijhj

hj : hidden state in encoder network

Attention weights are computed by an alignment model sim(·) and
normalized with softmax:

αij =
exp(sim(si−1, hj))∑Tx

k=1 exp(sim(si−1, hk))
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Attention for RNNs
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Attention over Instances

Distant Supervision

Recall problem: which of DS instances are good training examples?

place of birth(Barack Obama, Honululu)

3 Barack Obama was born in Honululu ...
7 Barack Obama moved from Honululu to ...

Idea: Use attention to weight and select among all sentences
extracted for one entity pair.
[Lin et al., Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over Instances, ACL

2016]
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Attention over Instances

Distant Supervision over Instances

Standard NN relation prediction:

Singe candidate sentence is encoded into h
Dense layer + softmax to predict relation.

Attention over set of instances:

s =

|S |∑
i=1

αihi

... but what should drive attention weighting α?

Solution: Predict distinct context vector for each potential relation r :

sr =

|S|∑
i=1

αrihi
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Attention over Instances

Distant Supervision over Instances

sr =

|S |∑
i=1

αrihi

Relation prediction for set of sentences:

p(r |S) = softmax(o)

where
or = sTr wr

Attention weight calculation:

αr = softmax(er )

where
eri = vTr hi
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